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Abstract. This paper proposes a new fast method for calculating modular multiplication. The calculation is performed using a new representation of residue classes modulo M that enables the splitting of the multiplier into two parts. These two parts are then processed separately, in
parallel, potentially doubling the calculation speed. The upper part and
the lower part of the multiplier are processed using the interleaved modular multiplication algorithm and the Montgomery algorithm respectively.
Conversions back and forth between the original integer set and the new
residue system can be performed at speeds up to twice that of the Montgomery method without the need for precomputed constants. This new
method is suitable for both hardware implementation; and software implementation in a multiprocessor environment. Although this paper is
focusing on the application of the new method in the integer field, the
technique used to speed up the calculation can also easily be adapted for
operation in the binary extended field GF (2m ).
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Introduction

Modular multiplication is one of the basic arithmetic operations that are extensively used in many public-key cryptographic applications, such as RSA [10],
ElGamal [5], Diffie-Hellman key exchange [4], DSA [1], and others. Because of
its computational intensity, implementation in dedicated hardware is required
for high-performance systems. Various techniques for speeding up modular multiplication have been reported in literature. Among them, two major approaches
stand out: One is based on the interleaved modular multiplication algorithm
where the multiplier is processed from the most significant position [2, 3, 6, 8, 11,
12]. The other one is based on the Montgomery algorithm where the multiplier
is processed from the least significant position [7, 9, 13, 15]. The techniques for
speeding up these two approaches have been developed separately.
This paper proposes a method that takes advantage of these techniques and
the ones that may eventually be devised in the future, to further boost speed.
The key that enables the linking of these two approaches is a new representation
of residue classes modulo M . Assuming M is an n-word odd integer, where the
radix of each word is r = 2k , this new representation maps an integer U in the
range [0, M − 1] to the number U · R mod M in the same range. R is a constant
of value rαn , coprime to M , where α is a rational number such that 0 < α < 1,

and, αn is an integer. The novelty in this representation is that the transformation constant R has a value less than the modulus M , a condition not allowed
by the Montgomery representation. Modular multiplication is then performed
in this new residue system. The new values for the transformation constant enable the splitting of the multiplier into two parts which can then be processed
separately, in parallel. The upper part and the lower part of the multiplier can
be processed using the interleaved modular multiplication algorithm and the
Montgomery algorithm, respectively. The possibility of selecting the parameter
α between the values 0 and 1, encompasses the application of this method to all
combinations of algorithms of different performance derived from the interleaved
modular multiplication algorithm and the Montgomery algorithm. If applied to
algorithms with similar performance and the multiplier is split into two equal
parts, it is theoretically possible to achieve the maximum speed of twice that
of these two algorithms when performed individually. The latter condition is
represented with the value of the parameter α so that αn = d n2 e.
Two other advantages of this new method are: Firstly, compared to the Montgomery method, conversion speed between the original integer set and the new
residue system is potentially doubled; and secondly, precomputation of constants
is no longer necessary.
Due to the parallel processing, the proposed method is suitable for hardware implementation and also for software implementation in a multiprocessor
environment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the interleaved modular multiplication algorithm and the Montgomery algorithm. The
new computation method is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 explains hardware
implementation of the method. Section 5 contains our concluding remarks.
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2.1

Preliminaries
Interleaved Modular Multiplication Algorithm

Given a modulus M , and two elements of the residue class ring of integers modulo
M , X and Y , we define the ordinary modular multiplication as:
X × Y , X · Y mod M

(1)

Let the modulus M be an n-word number, where the radix of each word is
r = 2k . The i-th word (i = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1) of Y is denoted by yi . Namely, Y =
Pn−1
i
i=0 yi · r . The interleaved modular multiplication algorithm for calculating
the ordinary modular multiplication is shown below [2, 3, 11].
[Interleaved Modular Multiplication Algorithm]
Input: M : rn−1 < M < rn
X, Y : 0 ≤ X, Y < M
Output: Z = X · Y mod M

Algorithm:
Z := 0;
for i := n − 1 downto 0 do
Z := r · Z + yi · X;
Z
qC := b M
c;
Z := Z − qC · M ;
endfor

In this algorithm, the words of the multiplier are processed from the most
significant position first.

2.2

Montgomery Multiplication Algorithm

Montgomery introduced a powerful algorithm for calculating modular multiplication where the multiplier is processed from the least significant position first
[7]. Given an n-word odd modulus M and an integer U in the range [0, M − 1],
the image, or the M -residue of U is defined as X = U · RM mod M where RM is
a constant coprime to M and RM > M . In order to reduce computation effort,
this constant is usually set to the value of rn . If X and Y are the images of U
and V respectively, the Montgomery multiplication of these two images, X ∗ Y ,
is defined as:

−1
X ∗ Y , X · Y · RM
mod M

(2)

The result is the
image of U · V mod M . If the i-th word of M is denoted
Pn−1
as mi , then M = i=0
mi · ri . In a similar way, if the number that represents
Pn−1
the partial products is denoted as Z = i=0 zi · ri , the resulting Montgomery
algorithm is described below.
[Montgomery Multiplication Algorithm]
Input: M : rn−1 < M < rn and gcd(M, 2) = 1
X, Y : 0 ≤ X, Y < M
Output: Z = X · Y · r−n mod M
Algorithm:
Z := 0;
for i := 0 to n − 1 do
Z := Z + yi · X;
qM := (−z0 · m−1
0 ) mod r;
Z := (Z + qM · M )/r;
endfor
if Z ≥ M then Z := Z − M

The transformations back and forth between the ordinary representation and
the M -residue representation can be performed using the same algorithm pro2
vided that the constant RM
mod M is precomputed. An integer U can be transformed to the M -residue representation by applying the Montgomery algorithm
2
to this integer and the constant RM
mod M . Transformation of an image X
back into the original integer set can be done by applying the Montgomery
multiplication algorithm to this image and the number 1.
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A New Modular Multiplication Method

In this section, a new fast method for calculating modular multiplication is
presented. The calculation is performed using a new representation of residue
classes modulo M . In contrast to the M -residue representation introduced by
Montgomery which requires the constant RM to be coprime to M and greater
in value than M , we have changed the condition of RM > M and defined a new
residue class representation using a new constant R = rαn , where R is coprime
to M , and, α is a rational number so that 0 < α < 1 and αn is an integer. The
resulting image of an integer U is X = U · rαn mod M . Given X and Y , two
images of integers U and V respectively, multiplication modulo M in the new
residue system is defined as:
X ~ Y , X · Y · r−αn mod M

(3)

The existence of r−αn mod M is assured by the relative primalty condition
between rαn and M . Since M is odd for cryptographic applications, by utilising
r = 2k , the primalty condition is satisfied.
Transformation from the original representation to the new residue system
is accomplished by performing conventional modular multiplication between the
integer value and the constant rαn . The inverse transformation from the new
residue system back to the original representation can be performed by multiplying either of the images with the constant r−αn in modulo M , which can be
done using the Montgomery algorithm as explained at the end of this section.
That the new multiplication modulo M over the images of U and V results in a
image of U · V mod M can easily be demonstrated as follows.
X · Y · r−αn mod M
= (U · rαn ) · (V · rαn ) · r−αn mod M

(4)

= (U · V ) · rαn mod M
Isomorphism between the original integer set ZM with the operation ×, and
0
the new residue system ZM
with the operation ~, holds as illustrated in Fig. 1.
As we will now show, modular multiplication can be efficiently computed
using this new representation of residue classes. Let us consider the multiplier Y
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Fig. 1. Mapping between the original residue system and the new residue system

split into two parts YH and YL , i.e. Y = YH · rαn + YL . Then, the multiplication
modulo M of the images X and Y can be computed as follows:
X ~ Y = (X × YH + X ~ YL ) mod M

(5)

The left term, X × YH , is calculated using the interleaved modular multiplication algorithm that processes YH from the most significant position first, while
the second term, X ~ YL , is calculated using the Montgomery algorithm which
processes YL from the least significant position first. These two calculations are
performed in parallel. Since the split operands YH and YL are shorter in length
than Y , the calculations X × YH and X ~ YL are performed faster than the individual execution of the interleaved modular multiplication algorithm and the
Montgomery algorithm with the unsplit operands.
The correctness of the above formula can be seen using the following equality:
(X × YH + X ~ YL ) mod M
= (X · YH + X · YL · r−αn ) mod M
= X · (YH · rαn · r−αn + YL · r−αn ) mod M
= X · (YH · rαn + YL ) · r−αn mod M
= X · Y · r−αn mod M = X ~ Y

(6)

Below is the algorithm that computes modular multiplication using the new
representation. In this algorithm, A is a variable that stores the multiplicand;
BH and BL are variables that store the upper and the lower parts of the
multiplier respectively. Interleaved modmul (A, BH ) is a function that calculates A × BH by using the interleaved modular multiplication algorithm.
M ontgomery modmul (A, BL ) is a function that calculates A ~ BL by using
the Montgomery algorithm. {C1; C2; } means that two calculations, C1 and C2,
are performed in parallel.
[Algorithm KT] (New Modular Multiplication)
Input: M : rn−1 < M < rn , gcd(M, 2) = 1
0
X, Y ∈ ZM
0
Output: Z = X · Y · r−αn mod M (Z ∈ ZM
)
Algorithm:
Step 1: A := X; M := M ; S := 0; T := 0;
BH := YH ; BL := YL /∗ Y = YH · rαn + YL ∗/
Step 2: {S := Interleaved modmul(A, BH );
T := M ontgomery modmul(A, BL ); }
Step 3: Z := (S + T ) mod M ;
When using the interleaved modular multiplication algorithm and the Montgomery algorithm of similar performance, α can be set to the value so that
αn = d n2 e; the split two parts of the multiplier, YH and YL , are at most d n2 ewords wide. This means that, it is theoretically possible to obtain a maximum
acceleration of twice the speed of the original algorithms performed individually,
when these conditions are met. Fig. 2 shows the multiplication procedure with
the parameter α = 1/2.
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Fig. 2. New Modular Multiplication with α = 1/2

Transformation of an integer U from the original integer set to the new
residue system can be performed by executing X = Interleaved modmul(U, rαn ).
The inverse transformation of an image X from the new residue class representation back to the original integer set is accomplished by executing U =
M ontgomery modmul(X, 1). When α is set to the value so that αn = d n2 e, either of these transformations can be completed theoretically in half the time
required by the Montgomery method without the need for precomputed constants.
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Hardware Implementation

A modular multiplier based on the algorithm presented in the previous section
consists of six registers, an interleaved modular multiplier, a digit-serial Montgomery multiplier, a modular adder, and a multiplexor. The registers are: A,
which stores the multiplicand; BH and BL which are shift registers and store
the upper and lower parts of the multiplier respectively; M , which stores the
modulus M ; and, S and T , which store the partial results. A block diagram of
this hardware is shown in Fig. 3.
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Various implementations of the interleaved modular multiplier and the Montgomery multiplier are possible depending on the techniques used for speeding

up the calculation. Most of these techniques use redundant representation and
increase the radix, and the different combinations of the multipliers allow for a
wide range of trade-offs between speed and hardware requirements.
When a radix-r interleaved modular multiplier is jointly used with a radixr Montgomery multiplier with similar critical path delays, and n is even, the
parameter α can be set to the value 1/2 and registers of equal length can be
used for BH and BL , thus halving the processing time compared to an individual
execution of the interleaved modular multiplier or the Montgomery multiplier
with the unsplit operands.
Transformation from the ordinary integer set to the new residue class representation can be performed with the same hardware provided that the hardware
module which computes the interleaved modular multiplication iterates one extra
cycle compared to that required for modular multiplication. Inverse transformation from the new residue class representation back to the original integer set
can be performed using the hardware module that computes the Montgomery
multiplication.
The value of the parameter α can be displaced around 1/2 enabling the use of
multipliers of different performance. In this case, the multiplier is then split into
two unequal parts that can be stored in two registers BH and BL of different
length. The value of α can be determined from the difference of performance
between the multipliers. For example, if a radix-2 interleaved modular multiplier
is used with a radix-4 Montgomery multiplier with similar critical path delays,
then α can be set to a number where αn = d 32 ne. Then, modular multiplication
can be accomplished in about d n3 e clock cycles. Transformation from the original
integer set to the new residue system, can be performed with the same hardware
by executing the interleaved modular multiplication module twice. In the first
n
execution, an integer U is multiplied by 2d 3 e . In the second execution, the result
d 23 ne−d n
3 e . Inverse transformation from
of the first execution is multiplied by 2
the new residue system to the original integer set can be performed by the same
hardware by executing the Montgomery multiplication module once.
The amount of hardware of the proposed multiplier is proportional to n.
Compared to an individual interleaved modular multiplier or a Montgomery
multiplier, the new modular multiplier requires an extra digit modular multiplier,
an extra register, a modular adder and related multiplexors.
The space and time trade-offs for high radix modular multiplications based on
the classical interleaved algorithm and the Montgomery algorithm are detailed
in [14]. For both algorithms, increasing k, i.e. the number of bits of the radix, to
values greater than log(n), where n is the number of words, results in a penalty in
time for producing the quotient bits qC or qM for the next modular reduction in
time that makes this approach unattractive. By contrast, by using our algorithm,
a speedup can be achieved for such values of radices, since the multiplication and
the modular reduction for the split multiplier can be performed by two separate
high-radix digit-serial multipliers processing in parallel. Thus, the number of
iteration is reduced without increasing the time requirements for each cycle.

Furthermore, as there is no need to increase the radix, the design can remain
relatively simple compared to hardware designed using higher radix.
In cryptographic applications, such as in RSA, this approach is much more
attractive than implementing two modular multiplier processors separately because it has the advantage of producing the outputs sequentially.

5

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have presented a fast method for computing modular multiplication. We have defined a new residue class representation which enables the
splitting of the multiplier into two parts which can be processed by using the
interleaved modular multiplication algorithm and the Montgomery algorithm
in parallel, potentially doubling the speed. Transformations back and forth between the original integer set and the new residue system can be performed at
a maximum of twice the speed of the Montgomery method without the need
for precomputed constants. The dual processing makes it suitable for software
implementation in a multiprocessor environment as well as for hardware implementation as discussed in Section 4. Finally, although this paper is focused on
application in the integer field, the technique used to speed up the calculation
in the proposed method can also easily be adapted for accelerating modular
multiplication in the binary extended field GF (2m ).
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